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Target New Efficiencies
The Easy Way!

PC Power Management



TaskForceCO2
reduces Waste.

When a PC is left on it can waste up
to 80c per night. 80c doesn’t sound
a lot but if 25, 50 or 100 PCs are
left on, every night of the Year, that
can quickly add up to $31,000 or
more of pure waste.

Don’t forget, when a PC is left on
overnight on a Friday, its usually on
all Weekend too. That adds
another 170 plus hours of waste,
per PC. When you add all the other
opportunities during the day to
save money, your savings can
really add up.

Believe in Climate change or
not, reducing CO2 reduces
costs. You can’t do one
without the other.

Reducing your Carbon Footprint is
great for your Organizations
Corporate Social Responsibility
program. It’s also great for
employees or students and great
for stakeholders.

TaskForceCO2 means
Saving Time.

Optional automatic wake ups get
PCs ready for the start of day. This
ensures no work time is wasted
especially when getting lecture
rooms and larger offices ready for
a prompt start.

You also save by reducing the time
you spend on conventional ways of
controlling savings using scripts
and policies. They can be time
consuming and can often be
difficult to maintain, modify and
keep track of.

On top of that, they often get out
of control or forgotten about and
in many cases, out of date device
drivers can prevent shut downs
which is a constant source of
hassle for IT but not with
TaskForceCO2 in operation.
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Everything in life is
easier when you
can see it at a
glance.

TaskForceCO2 makes
Life Easier.

TaskForceCO2’s Power Console
makes it’s easier to decide what
power schemes to apply to what
PCs or Groups of PCs.

You can adjust any power setting in
seconds any clearly see what is set
up. This means you are far more
likely to reap the benefits of
initiating Power Saving policies.

You can optionally arrange PCs
within Groups to match your
Power Plans, not necessarily those
of your workflow.

For instance, you can easily make a
group specifically for servers and
apply no Power Scheme. You can
add other essential PCs you never
want to shut down to their own
Group.

Add Multiple Power Schemes per
day, per PC and you’re good to go!

PC Power Management  
      Made Easy!



If Computers are left on during the day, overnight or at
weekends, they are wasting Electricity. The more PCs
an Organization has the more the waste. It’s not a
small amount either, it can easily exceed $32 a year for
every PC on a Network.

 
When you work it out, a PC left on from 3pm until the
following morning uses 18 hours of electricity. Add
weekends and that’s a staggering 130 hours a week of
wasted energy which equates to about $3.90 a week.

 

That’s a $200 burn through a year … and that’s just 1
PC!

 
All Organizations need to make sure they stop wastage
in its tracks and at the same time, reduce CO2. The
question is – how do they go about it in the most
efficient way and the answer is TaskForceCO2.

It really is the Easiest way to achieve maximum
savings. 

 

Multiple Power Events per PC, per day and the ability
to arrange PCs by Power Management requirements,
guarantee substantial savings. 
Best of all, it works across all versions of Windows.

 
Yes, some power saving tasks could be achieved with
Group Policies and Scripts. However, these require an
in-depth knowledge and are time consuming to setup.
With TaskForceCO2 users know all the opportunities to
save resources have been taken, with the evidence to
support it. All whilst spending as little time as possible
messing with scripts and policies. 

 
Without TaskForceCO2, its impossible to know if the
required power actions are prevented due to out of
date device drivers or software that has not closed
properly. This in turn means there would be no way of
knowing how much is being saved or even if users are
saving all they could be. 

 
With full reports on average Financial and CO2 Savings
it’s easy to see the point an Organization reaches a
return on investment … and it’s often in less than a
couple of weeks.

 

Ultimate School
Lifetime Just $995

There is no easier way!
Covers EVERY PC at your School for Life!
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With TaskForceCO2
you can Shut down
only PCs that are
not logged off then
Shut down PCs
regardless of being
logged on or off!
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1 Install
Install TaskForceCO2 on your Server. You

will be up and running in seconds.

Saving Money
is as Easy as
1,2,3!

2 Apply Schemes
Design your Schemes to achieve Maximum

Savings. Multiple Power events to choose

from. from.

3 Save
Sit back and watch the Savings add up.

With Full Reporting you know exactly when

you've achieved a return on investment and

you go on Saving ... for Life!


